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Financial data providers play a critical role in modern capital markets, with many market 
participants relying on the same common data providers. In this paper, we investigate whether 
access to similar data providers affects the diversity of market opinions. We study this through the 
lens of sell-side analysts and find that when two analysts subscribe to similar data feeds, their (1) 
forecast values, (2) forecast timing, and (3) forecast boldness all tend to converge, consistent with 
data subscriptions affecting the diversity and timing of analyst opinions. Further, when access to 
similar data providers changes intertemporally between two analysts, either because of changes in 
brokerage subscriptions or because of changes in analyst employment, we observe similar effects. 
Moreover, our findings are stronger when data subscriptions contain more proprietary information 
and are weaker for analysts who tend to have access to soft information (i.e., All-Star analysts). 
Finally, consistent with the wisdom of crowds theory, we find that consensus estimates that exhibit 
more data provider diversity in the underlying forecasts tend to be more accurate. 
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1. Introduction 

Despite living in the information age, we know relatively little about how financial data 

providers (FDPs, henceforth) affect market participants. This represents an important gap in the 

literature, as a staggering 45.9% of the market share in the FDP industry is concentrated among 

five companies (Al Bari, 2023). Accordingly, the objective of our study is to provide insight into 

the data providers that financial market participants use and whether using similar FDPs affects 

the diversity of market participants’ opinions. We study this through the lens of a prominent 

financial market intermediary, sell-side analysts, who often report the “sources” of their market 

research. 

FDPs have become a cornerstone of modern capital markets, serving as the primary 

channels through which market participants receive information. Specifically, FDPs create value 

by aggregating and disseminating financial information, thereby reducing acquisition costs for 

subscribing clients (e.g., Akbas et al., 2018). Illustrating the persistent role of FDPs, over 70% of 

market participants anticipate that data providers will become more important to their investment 

process in the coming years (Refinitiv, 2019a). Yet, despite the increasing importance of data 

providers, our understanding of their use and corresponding effects on market participants remains 

limited. Indeed, a long-standing challenge to those interested in studying FDPs is that the data 

sources market participants have access to are traditionally unobservable. We overcome this 

empirical hurdle by constructing a comprehensive measure of brokerage-level data subscriptions, 

based on data source references in sell-side equity analyst research reports.  

Sell-side analysts play a pivotal role in shaping investor expectations and directing capital 

flows (Womack, 1996; Francis and Soffer, 1997; Howe et al., 2009). However, if analysts draw 

from similar pools of data sources, it raises questions about the diversity and independence of their 
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opinions. A concentration of data subscriptions, as is observed in the FDP industry, could 

inadvertently lead to homogenized market views. As such, understanding these effects is 

important, not only for market participants who rely on these information intermediaries, but also 

for regulators who aim to better understand the operation of financial markets. In this context, our 

study seeks to shed light on the FDPs that sell-side analysts subscribe to and the impact such 

subscriptions have on the diversity of their research. 

Ex ante, the relationship between data subscriptions and analysts’ opinions is unclear. In 

our conversations with various practitioners and academics, a prominent belief is that sharing 

similar data feeds should have no systematic or directional effect on analyst opinions. This is 

because FDPs generally rely on the same underlying source data for the bulk of their product 

offerings. For example, to provide information on firm fundamentals, FDPs typically extract, 

verify, and aggregate financial information from the same source: EDGAR filings. In this light, 

market participants view FDPs as offering a one-stop-shop for accessing commodity-like data, at 

scale, to compare and evaluate investment opportunities. To the extent that this common 

perspective is accurate, we may not observe an association between shared data subscriptions and 

the diversity of analyst opinions.  

Alternatively, relying on similar data providers potentially leads to a convergence in 

analyst opinions and actions. This could occur for several reasons. First, some analysts might 

simply use data in a “plug and chug” manner without adjusting it or forming their own opinions 

about it. This approach, in essence, defers the opinion of the analyst to that of the data provider, 

which aggregates and constructs market metrics. As emerging evidence suggests that the 

measurement of some firm and market metrics can vary considerably across FDPs (Bochkay et al., 

2022; Larocque et al., 2023), subscribing to the same data provider could lead to more correlated 
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investment opinions. Second, to strengthen market position, FDPs increasingly offer unique, 

proprietary datasets in addition to their traditional offerings (Bloomberg, 2017; Refinitiv, 2019b; 

Bloomberg, 2023). If analysts use and anchor their opinions on such proprietary information, 

subscribing to the same data provider could lead to similar investment decisions. Third, training 

sessions that data providers offer potentially standardize how analysts interpret and use the data, 

encouraging uniformity.  

A final possibility is that sharing similar FDPs might actually increase the diversity of 

analyst opinions. If analysts know that their industry peers rely on similar data, this could 

encourage increased focus on output differentiation, as analysts often feel a need to demonstrate 

their unique “edge” to their clients and superiors (Brown et al., 2015).1 Supporting this argument, 

some scholars suggest that anti-herding behavior is quite common among analysts (e.g., Bernhardt 

et al., 2006). As such, knowledge of lacking data independence might induce diverse opinions, 

despite sharing similar data providers.2  

To investigate this research question, we construct a novel data set containing the financial 

data “sources” referenced in a large sample of analyst reports. Our sample consists of 595,642 

analyst reports, written by 3,596 distinct analysts, and issued from approximately 285 brokerages 

during the years 2008–2017. To compile the list of sources referenced by analysts, we rely on the 

common convention of analysts referencing “source:” followed by a list of data providers used in 

 
1 In our conversations with current and former analysts, this point was mentioned several times.  
2 Relatedly, information theory highlights that sometimes sharing the same public information signal can cause market 
participants to disagree even more (akin to Kondor, 2012 and Armstrong et al., 2023). In the case of analysts, if they 
initially disagree about a firm’s fundamental value and receive new, uncertain information from a shared FDP, their 
disagreement could increase. 
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the analyst report.3 If an analyst within a brokerage references a given source, we consider that 

source “subscribed” to by the brokerage for the quarter before and after the analyst reference.4  

As expected, we observe a high percentage of reports referencing Bloomberg, Factset, 

Thomson Reuters, and S&P Capital IQ. Interestingly, although analysts often cite these well-

known FDPs, we find that the largest brokerages in our sample tend to have different top data 

providers. For example, JPMorgan most often references Bloomberg, while Morgan Stanley most 

commonly cites data provided by Thomson Reuters. We also find that, conditional on citing a 

source, the average analyst report cites 2.89 unique sources per report. The trend in source citations 

appears to be relatively constant throughout our sample period, with little temporal variation in the 

quantity of sources cited by analysts. 

To evaluate whether sharing data providers affects analyst forecasting behavior, we 

construct a panel of analyst pairs. To control for selection concerns related to the covered firm, we 

constrain analyst pairing to only those analysts forecasting for the same firm in a given forecast 

period (i.e., annual forecasts), and we include firm x year fixed effects to control for firm and time-

related attributes that may affect an analyst’s forecast. These steps result in a panel of 1,362,220 

analyst pair observations. As similarities in analyst experience, brokerage resources, and analyst 

busyness might also affect the similarity of analyst forecasting behavior, we control for those 

similarities in each empirical design. 

We examine the diversity of analyst opinions by measuring how similar analyst forecasts 

are to one another. We find that sharing FDPs increases similarity in analyst forecasts, both in 

terms of point estimates and forecast boldness. These results hold with firm x year fixed effects, 

 
3 Appendix A provides three examples of analyst reports in our sample that include source references. 
4 A unique benefit of studying brokerage-level subscriptions is that it mitigates potential disclosure selection concerns 
at the analyst-report level. 
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as described previously, and are consistent with shared financial data feeds affecting the diversity 

of analyst opinions. In terms of economic magnitude, a one standard deviation increase in FDP 

similarity between analyst pairs is correlated with a 14.67% increase in point forecast similarity 

and a 3.00% increase in the probability that both analysts issue forecasts with similar boldness.  

We also study the similarity in forecast timing to explore the role of information processing 

explanations. If FDPs affect the speed of information processing, then analysts with similar data 

subscriptions should exhibit more aligned forecast timing. We find evidence consistent with such 

similarity in process. That is, when analysts share similar FDPs, their reports tend to be disclosed 

more proximately in event time. Accordingly, these results suggest that sharing information may 

not be the only driver of forecast similarity; rather, there also appears to be a mechanical aspect in 

the processing of information that occurs when sharing data providers. 

A unique feature of the analyst pairwise design is that it mitigates a variety of endogeneity 

concerns. When a brokerage subscribes to a new FDP, it affects data provider similarity with both 

subscribing and non-subscribing peer brokerages. Hence, selection concerns are at the pairwise 

level, rather than at the individual level. Further, incentives for data provider herding are likely to 

be minimal in this case, as anchoring on other analysts’ forecasts is a low-cost solution to 

purchasing expensive data subscriptions. That being said, we include a specification that includes 

brokerage-pair fixed effects. Doing so allows us to hold constant the fixed similarities across 

brokerage pairs, thereby exploiting inter-temporal variation in FDP similarity that results from 

changes in subscriptions over time. Under this more stringent specification, we continue to find 

that increases in FDP similarity are significantly positively associated with similarity in forecast 

point estimates, boldness, and timing.  
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In an additional robustness test, we also exploit across brokerage changes in employment 

by analysts as another plausibly exogenous source of variation in data provider similarity within 

the analyst pair. A benefit of studying employment changes is that FDPs are subscribed to at the 

brokerage level, and data subscriptions are unlikely to change systematically with new analyst 

hires.5 We find that variation in FDP similarity from employment changes leads to consistent 

results. 

To better understand the mechanisms underlying our results, we conduct several tests. First, 

we examine the nature of information offered by FDPs. If the effects of using similar sources are 

more pronounced with exclusive or proprietary data, then this would be consistent with analysts 

anchoring their decisions in part on the unique information the data providers offer. Our findings 

support this idea. Analysts who share FDPs that require paid subscriptions show a stronger 

tendency towards similar forecasting than sharing sources that mainly provide public data. 

Interestingly, even when brokerages use similar public data sources, there is still an effect on the 

similarity of forecasts, though it is less pronounced.6 One interpretation of this latter result is that 

analysts potentially use data directly without adding much of their own interpretation, consistent 

with minimal diversity in information processing contributing to the effects we observe. 

Second, given the large concentration of market share by relatively few data providers, we 

examine whether the effects we document apply broadly to both major and minor paid subscription 

providers. We define “major” FDPs as S&P Capital IQ, FactSet, Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, 

and Morningstar based on their status as the top five companies in terms of market share in the 

 
5  Our conversations with analysts suggest that new brokerage hires have little sway over the brokerage’s data 
subscriptions. While this assumption appears valid, it should be particularly true for large brokerages. When running 
our analysis among large brokerages, we find similar results. 
6 Public data sources include company filings, which are accessible via EDGAR or firms’ websites, as well as 
information from conference calls, which is generally accessible to the public.  
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FDP industry (Al Bari, 2023). We find that major and minor data providers affect analyst 

forecasting behavior with generally similar effect sizes, suggesting that both play an important role 

in explaining our results. 

Third, while explicit data provider references are the subject of study in this paper, it is 

likely that some analysts also have access to unreferenced soft information (e.g., via a relationship 

with management). Accordingly, we examine how soft information might affect analysts’ 

anchoring on hard data from FDPs. Using All-Star analyst status as a proxy for soft information 

access (Mayew, 2008; Green et al., 2014), we find that the effects of data provider similarity are 

reduced for analysts who are more likely to have access to soft information. In additional tests, we 

also investigate how variation in the number of FDP subscriptions affects our results. We find that 

the results attenuate for analysts with enhanced data subscription access, consistent with their 

greater flexibility in choosing which data providers to rely on. Finally, we find that our results hold 

across annual forecasts issued at various times during the year, suggesting that data providers 

influence both short- and longer-horizon forecasting behaviors.  

Our results thus far suggest that when two analysts are employed by brokerages with 

similar data subscriptions, the analysts’ forecast values, boldness, and timing all tend to converge. 

In our final analysis, we aggregate our results to the consensus level. Consensus analyst estimates 

represent a widely used, critical benchmark in capital markets. Therefore, determining whether 

data provider diversity has implications for consensus estimates is an important question given our 

main findings. We rely on the wisdom of crowds theory, which predicts that as opinions are more 

diverse, the crowd becomes more “wise,” leading to accuracy improvements in the crowd forecast 

(Surowiecki, 2005). We test this prediction in our setting and find that as analysts’ consensus 

forecasts are based on more diverse data sources, the accuracy of the consensus tends to improve. 
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While we hesitate to draw normative conclusions, the collective analyses suggest that sharing data 

providers affects the similarity of analyst forecasting behavior and deteriorates the quality of 

consensus forecasts. 

Our results contribute to several literatures. Most directly, we provide evidence on the 

diversity of data subscriptions and its effects on market participant behavior. In an era marked by 

large consolidations and separations of major FDPs (e.g., Thomson and Reuters, Refinitiv, etc.), 

our findings underscore the critical role that data providers play in preserving the diversity of 

opinions and the usefulness of consensus estimates. While it appears that the high level of market 

concentration among FDPs will continue, the effects of such concentration are still being debated. To 

our knowledge, we are among the first to provide evidence on how access to similar data subscriptions 

affects the diversity of market opinions and its implications for consumers of market research. 

This study also contributes to an emerging stream of literature examining the role of FDPs 

in modern capital markets (Akbas et al., 2018; Bochkay et al., 2022; Larocque et al., 2023). While 

prior and contemporaneous studies examine institutional details of common data providers, we 

document the effects that data providers have on the diversity of market opinions, a heretofore 

underexplored issue. In particular, our study offers unique insights into the landscape of data 

consumption within the analyst community, emphasizing the importance of FDP diversity.  

More broadly, our results contribute to the literature on the “wisdom of the crowds.” While 

the foundational premise of this theory suggests that the aggregated opinion from diverse and 

independent viewpoints often results in decisions that are superior to those of any single individual 

(Surowiecki, 2005), the role of data source independence in shaping this wisdom is less 
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understood.7 Our research expands upon this prior work by demonstrating how subscriptions to 

similar data providers not only affect the diversity of analyst opinions, but also influence the 

usefulness of consensus forecasts.  

Finally, by exploiting a unique data set containing the financial data feeds that analysts 

have access to, our findings take an important step toward piercing the “black box” of analyst 

research (Bradshaw, 2011; Brown et al., 2015). While we caveat that we cannot directly observe 

how analysts input data into their models, we believe that our novel identification of financial data 

providers extends the literature and opens promising avenues for future research.  

 

2. Related Literature and Hypothesis Development 

The nature of data that financial analysts use has been a focal point of research since the 

late 1980s (Barry and Brown, 1985). Generally, information used by financial analysts is grouped 

by the private vs. public nature of the information. Several studies, both pre- and post-Regulation 

Fair Disclosure, suggest that analysts enhance their forecasts by privately accessing management 

insights (Bowen et al., 2002; Mayew et al., 2013; Green et al., 2014). Beyond access to 

management, other studies have shown that analysts rely on site visits (Cheng et al., 2016) and 

even FOIA requests of government agencies (Klein et al., 2020) to improve their forecasting 

activity. In more recent work, Chi et al. (2022) examines the variety of private data sources that 

analysts reference in their reports and how these sources influence individual forecast accuracy.  

From a public information perspective, research shows that analysts often incorporate 

regulatory changes and other public information into their forecasts (Plumlee, 2003). Simpson 

 
7 Specifically, prior research in finance and accounting primarily focuses on the general prediction that consensus 
forecasts are often powerful predictors of future outcomes (Chen et al., 2014; Jame et al., 2016; Bartov et al., 2018; 
Green et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020). 
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(2010) finds that analysts use public, non-financial information in their forecasting activities, and 

Gibbons et al. (2021) shows that analysts who access public SEC filings via EDGAR tend to 

produce more accurate forecasts. Such analysts also tend to offer more in-depth and consistent 

analyses of the companies they cover.  

Despite these findings from prior work, the effect of data subscription similarity on 

analysts’ research remains somewhat ambiguous. Various viewpoints exist regarding how data 

source overlap among analysts might affect the similarity and timing of their financial projections. 

(1) Data as a Commodity: To the extent that financial data platforms rely on, and disseminate, 

the same underlying firm data (e.g., firm fundamentals from EDGAR and real-time market 

data from stock exchanges), then financial data is essentially a commodity good. In this 

case, sharing similar data sources will not materially alter the underlying information 

signals, and as a result, would not affect the diversity of analyst actions. Interestingly, this 

argument has been widely supported in our conversations with practitioners and academics.  

(2) Mechanical Data Processing: Some analysts might simply use data “as is”, without 

adjusting it or forming their own opinions about it. Essentially, this approach defers the 

opinion of the analyst to that of the data provider, which aggregates and constructs market 

metrics. Emerging evidence suggests that the measurement of firm performance (e.g., street 

earnings) can vary across FDPs, which may lead to differences in market participants’ 

valuation estimates across platforms (e.g., Bochkay et al., 2022, Larocque et al., 2023). As 

a result, subscribing to the same data provider could lead to more correlated investment 
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opinions. Moreover, training sessions that data providers offer potentially standardize how 

analysts interpret and use the data, encouraging uniformity in analyst forecasts.8 

(3) Anchoring on Proprietary Information: To strengthen market position, FDPs increasingly 

offer unique, proprietary datasets in addition to their traditional offerings (Bloomberg, 

2017; Refinitiv, 2019b; Bloomberg, 2023). If analysts use and anchor their opinions on 

such proprietary information, subscribing to the same data provider could lead to similar 

investment decisions. For example, if two analysts use the same satellite data for revenue 

projections, their forecasts might be very similar. 

(4) Output Differentiation: If analysts know that peers covering the same firm rely on similar 

data feeds, this could encourage an increased focus on output differentiation, as analysts 

often feel a need to demonstrate their unique “edge” to their clients and superiors (Brown 

et al., 2015). In our conversations with current and former analysts, this perspective was 

mentioned several times. Supporting this argument, some scholars suggest that anti-

herding behavior is quite common among analysts (e.g., Bernhardt et al., 2006). As such, 

knowledge of lacking data independence might induce diverse opinions, despite sharing 

similar data providers. 

(5) Shared Economic Signals and Divergent Beliefs: Information theory highlights that 

sometimes sharing the same public information signal can cause market participants to 

disagree even more (akin to Kondor, 2012 and Armstrong et al., 2023). In the case of 

analysts, if they initially disagree about a firm’s fundamental value and receive new, 

uncertain information from a shared FDP, their disagreement could increase.  

 
8 This intuition is related to Bochkay et al. (2022), which studies the reporting practices at Thomson Reuters and finds 
that when the company changed their definition of street earnings, analysts aligned their reporting practices 
accordingly. 
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Given these contrasting perspectives, the effect that data subscriptions have on the diversity 

of analyst opinions remains unclear ex ante. Accordingly, our first hypothesis is in the null form: 

H1: The similarity in financial data provider subscriptions is unrelated to the similarity of 

sell-side analysts’ forecasting behavior. 

We next consider whether data provider diversity ultimately affects consensus forecast 

accuracy. Building on the premise that diverse opinions tend to enhance the wisdom of crowds 

(Surowiecki, 2005), if data diversity affects the diversity of analyst opinions (i.e., a rejection of 

H1), we would also expect it to affect the accuracy of consensus forecasts. In other words, 

increased data diversity could lead to improved diversity of analyst opinions and thereby improved 

forecast accuracy at the consensus level. Alternatively, it is plausible that even if data diversity 

affects analyst opinions, such variation may not correlate with improvements in consensus forecast 

accuracy. This could happen if data diversity increases the noise in consensus analyst estimates, 

while having a limited effect on improving signal quality (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio decreases). 

Accordingly, our second hypothesize, in the null form, is as follows: 

H2: The diversity in financial data providers among analysts contributing to the consensus 

is unrelated to consensus forecast accuracy. 

3. Research Design 

3.1 Data and Sample 

We begin our sample construction by extracting the data source references from a sample 

of approximately 595,642 analyst reports obtained from Thomson ONE, issued during the years 

2008-2017. Source referencing is very common in analyst reports; approximately 96% of reports 

reference the data sources used when preparing the report, and 90% of reports follow the “source:” 
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labeling convention.9,10 Accordingly, we extract the 100 characters of text following the reference 

to “source:” within each report. We then evaluate the most common sources and develop regular 

expressions to extract the precise source names for the top 100 sources in our sample.11 Next, we 

link the analyst reports and resulting source information to the I/B/E/S detail file. We retain only 

those sources that are mentioned by five brokerages or more to aid in removing analyst references 

to internal data sources. Using the identified data source references, we construct a panel of 

brokerage months that includes the active sources within each brokerage for a given month. Since 

data subscriptions usually last for several months, if any analyst at a brokerage mentions a specific 

source, we assume this source is available to all analysts at the brokerage for three calendar months 

before and after the month in which the source is mentioned.12 Our focus is on brokerage-level 

data subscriptions for three key reasons: (1) these subscriptions constitute the data analysts have 

access to; (2) our conversations with analysts indicated that data subscriptions are a brokerage-

level decision; and (3) focusing on brokerage-level subscriptions has the added advantage of 

 
9 We obtained these inferences by randomly sampling 100 analyst research reports and found that (1) analysts almost 
always cite data sources when preparing reports (96%), and (2) analysts follow similar conventions when citing 
sources (i.e., 90% followed the “source:” labeling convention). 6% of the random sample reports referenced sources 
in various ways that are challenging to capture programmatically. For example, one report wrote, “The information 
on which the analysis is based has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable such as, for example, the 
company’s financial statements filed with a regulator, company website, Bloomberg and any other relevant press 
sources.” 
10 There are various reasons why analysts cite the data sources they use when preparing research reports. First, there 
is a legal basis for citing financial data sources, as data providers often have licensing agreements that require source 
attribution (e.g., Thomson Reuters’ General Terms and Conditions lists this requirement). Second, ethical guidelines 
from the CFA Institute and analyst employers encourage transparency and credibility in reporting. Finally, anecdotal 
evidence from discussions with a prior UBS equity analyst suggests that analysts also reference the sources they use 
to increase clients’ confidence in the report content, consistent with a credibility motive. Brokerage reports that do not 
follow this referencing convention are excluded from our analysis to mitigate source disclosure selection concerns.  
11 We selected the top 100 sources to make the research process more feasible (i.e., constructing 100 useful regular 
expressions vs. constructing 3,000+ useful regular expressions). To identify the top 100 sources, we randomly selected 
5,000 “Source:” reference examples and had two RAs manually identify the sources referenced therein. We then 
identified the most common sources referenced among the random sample. While adding additional sources to our list 
might reduce measurement error in SourceSimilarity, we are unaware of a reason focusing on common sources would 
induce bias in our results. 
12 If we adjust this assumption and instead assume that a brokerage’s subscription begins in the month of the analyst’s 
reference and continues for six months, we observe similar inferences. 
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mitigating analyst-report-level disclosure selection concerns. Table 1 lists the top 20 data sources 

in our sample based on the number of unique brokerages mentioning the source. Many of the 

sources are well-known and include data providers such as Bloomberg, FactSet, and Thomson 

Reuters.  

For brokerages with non-missing data source information, we retain the last one-year-

ahead annual earnings forecast issued by each analyst ending at least a month before the covered 

firm’s fiscal year-end date from the I/B/E/S detail file (Clement, 1999). We require firms to have 

positive book-to-market ratios and non-missing forecast values and timestamps. We further require 

the necessary data to calculate control variables, as described below. Our final sample consists of 

1,362,220 analyst forecast pairs.  

3.2 Empirical Model 

We investigate whether access to similar data providers affects the attributes of analysts’ 

forecasts. To do so, we match each analyst forecast for firm f with fiscal period end date t to all 

other analyst forecasts issued for the same firm and fiscal period end date. We retain one unique 

pairing between each analyst forecasting for firm f with fiscal period end date t. Figure 1 presents 

an illustration of this analyst pair research design. After forming the analyst pairs, we consider 

three distinct attributes of the forecasts: (1) forecast similarity, (2) forecast timing, and (3) forecast 

boldness. We use the following model to examine whether source similarity is associated with the 

aforementioned attributes:  

SimilarForecastp,f,t / SimilarTimingp,f,t / SimilarBoldnessp,f,t = α1SourceSimilarityp,t + 
αControlsp,f,t + βFixed Effectsf,t+ εp,f,t                 (1) 

 
In the above model, p indexes unique analyst forecast pairs, f indexes the covered firm, and t 

indexes the year. Our primary independent variable of interest is SourceSimilarity, which is the 

number of data providers that both analysts in the pair have access to at their respective brokerages 
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(i.e., the number of overlapping sources), scaled by the number of all possible data providers.13 

We decile rank this variable each year. Thus, higher values of SourceSimilarity indicate more 

source overlap for both analysts in the pair.  

We consider three dependent variables that represent important attributes of the analysts’ 

forecasts. First, SimilarForecast is the absolute value of the difference between the two forecasts 

in each unique analyst forecast pair. We scale this difference by the firm’s stock price measured 

two trading days prior to the first analyst’s forecast issuance date in the analyst pair and multiply 

this value by negative one. We decile rank the resulting value each year. Thus, higher values of 

SimilarForecast indicate more similar forecasts between the two analysts in the pair. Moreover, a 

positive coefficient on SourceSimilarity (α1) would be consistent with analysts’ earnings point 

estimates becoming more similar as the analysts share more data providers.  

 Second, we examine SimilarTiming, which measures how clustered analysts’ forecasts are 

in event time. To construct this measure, we decile rank analysts’ forecast horizons each year and 

set SimilarTiming equal to one if the forecast horizons in the analyst pair are in the same decile, 

and zero otherwise. Forecast horizon is the number of days between the covered firm’s fiscal 

period end date and the forecast issuance date. A positive coefficient on SourceSimilarity (α1) 

would be consistent with analysts’ forecast horizons becoming more similar as the analysts share 

more data providers.14 

Third, we examine SimilarBoldness, which is set equal to one if both forecasts in the 

analyst pair are similar in terms of boldness (i.e., both analysts are bold or both analysts are not 

bold), and zero otherwise. We follow Clement and Tse (2005) in calculating forecast boldness, 

 
13 An alternative scaler is the total number of sources available to either brokerage in the pair. We observe similar 
inferences using this alternative approach.   
14 An alternative measurement approach is to decile rank the difference in forecast issuance days in the analyst pair. 
Using this alternative approach, we observe similar inferences. 
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where bold forecasts are those with forecast values that exceed (or are below) both the analyst’s 

prior forecast for the firm and the prevailing consensus forecast at the time; all remaining forecasts 

are classified as nonbold.15 A positive coefficient on SourceSimilarity (α1) would be consistent 

with analysts’ forecast boldness becoming more similar as the analysts share more data providers. 

We include a number of fixed effects and control variables in our models to better isolate 

the relationship between shared data sources and analyst forecast attributes. First, we include time-

varying covered firm control variables such as BTM (book-to-market ratio), MVE (market value 

of equity), and ROA (return on assets). In additional specifications, we introduce firm-year fixed 

effects. This augmented research design mitigates the impact of generally stable or time-invariant 

characteristics of the covered firms. Additionally, because this specification includes a unique 

fixed effect for each firm-year in our panel, it effectively neutralizes time-varying characteristics 

of the firms, rendering firm-year controls redundant. Overall, including firm-year fixed effects is 

particularly robust, as it ensures that any influence that firm attributes might exert on forecasting 

behavior within that specific timeframe is held constant. 

Next, we control for various characteristics of the analyst and brokerage that vary within 

the fixed effect structure and which prior studies have shown relate to the attributes of analyst 

forecasts (Clement, 1999; Cowen et al., 2006). First, we control for whether the analysts have 

similar forecasting experience. SimilarExperience is set equal to one if both analysts in the pair 

have a similar number of years of experience forecasting on I/B/E/S, and zero otherwise. Analysts 

are determined to have similar forecasting experience if both are in the same experience decile 

rank, based on the total years forecasting on I/B/E/S as of the prior year, calculated annually. 

Second, we control for whether the analysts are employed by brokerages with similar resources. 

 
15 In the relatively infrequent cases where we cannot calculate an analyst’s forecast boldness because two sequential 
forecasts are required, we set SimilarBoldness equal to zero. Results are robust to dropping these cases.  
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SimilarResources is set equal to one if both analysts in the pair are employed by brokerages with 

similar resources, and zero otherwise. Brokerages are determined to have similar resources if each 

brokerage is in the same decile rank, based on the number of analysts employed at the brokerage 

as of the prior year, calculated annually. Third, we control for whether the analysts are similar in 

terms of busyness. SimilarBusyness is set equal to one if both analysts in the pair cover a similar 

number of firms on I/B/E/S, and zero otherwise. Analysts are determined to cover a similar number 

of firms if both are in the same decile rank, based on the number of covered firms as of the prior 

year, calculated annually. 16  We cluster standard errors at the firm-year level in each of our 

estimations.17  

4. Results 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics  

 Table 1 Panel A provides descriptive evidence on the most commonly cited data providers 

in our sample. Specifically, we report the top 20 sources based on the total number of citing 

brokerages. We find various well-known FDPs such as Bloomberg, FactSet, S&P Capital IQ, 

Thomson Reuters, and others to be on this list. Additionally, as expected, we find that publicly 

available information sources, such as conference calls or company information on the covered 

firms, rank very highly on the list (with company information being the most cited source 

overall).18 Further, Table 1 Panel B reports the top two non-brokerage sources most commonly 

cited by the 20 largest brokerages in our sample (based on report volume). Here, we observe 

variation in the top data providers both across and within specific brokerages. For instance, 

 
16 Our inferences remain unchanged if we decile rank the absolute differences in analysts’ experience, brokerage size, 
and busyness within each analyst pair.  
17 Our inferences remain unchanged if we cluster at the brokerage-pair level. 
18 Our results are not sensitive to the exclusion of conference calls or company information as a data source, as 
highlighted in Table 5. 
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JPMorgan’s top referenced source is Bloomberg, UBS and Credit Suisse rely most on products 

produced by Thomson Reuters, and other smaller brokerages rely more on sources such as FactSet 

or SNL, highlighting the data source variation in our sample. Table 1 Panel C reports a data source 

transition matrix. Conditional on subscribing (not subscribing) to a data source, brokerages have 

an 85.44% (96.38%) likelihood of subscribing (not subscribing) to that dataset the following year. 

Figure 2 presents our assessment of (1) subscription features across common FDPs and (2) 

how similar financial data is presented across FDPs. Panel A presents the typical features that 

financial data platforms offer. While most data providers offer access to firm filings, market news, 

and include charting and data visualization tools, meaningful differences emerge when considering 

whether the providers offer in-house research and proprietary data, in-house news desks, 

messaging services, and the ability to trade in-platform. Panel B highlights differences in reporting 

across common financial platforms while holding the covered firm constant. Specifically, we use 

Ryanair’s 2022 fiscal year end (March 31, 2023 report date) as an example.19 We focus on the 

platforms’ reported Gross Profit for simple illustrative purposes. In this example, S&P Capital IQ 

provides the most disaggregated information, which is different from the disaggregation used by 

Refinitiv Eikon and Morningstar. Bloomberg does not disaggregate related expenses in this case, 

and instead reports them under “Other Operating Expenses.” Collectively, we observe that, even 

when data is drawn from the same source (firm financial reports), the aggregation and reporting 

across platforms can vary considerably. This intuition is akin to Du et al. (2023), which recently 

documented that Compustat and FactSet data items contain large and frequent discrepancies from 

as-filed data. Thus, Figure 2 highlights that while there are differences in major features across 

 
19 This illustration was inspired by the Harvard business case on Ryanair (Bradshaw, 2006). 
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platforms, there are even prominent differences when it comes to more basic tasks (e.g., reporting 

a firm’s most recent earnings).  

Table 2 provides basic descriptive statistics on the primary variables used in our models. 

Regarding the forecast pairs in our main sample, we find that approximately 11% are issued by 

analysts with similar experience, 9% have similar brokerage resources, and 13% have similarly 

sized analyst portfolios. Further, approximately 38% of the forecasts have similar timing and 56% 

have similar boldness. All remaining variables are reported in Table 2.  

4.2 Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity 

 Figure 3 presents the univariate illustration of correlations between SourceSimilarity and 

(1) SimilarForecast, (2) SimilarTiming, and (3) SimilarBoldness. In each case, we observe a 

positive correlation with a generally monotonic increase across deciles of SourceSimilarity. This 

univariate observation is consistent with the inference that, as data subscription overlap increases, 

so too does similarity in point forecasts, forecast timing, and forecast boldness. 

 Table 3 presents our main empirical result examining the association between provider 

similarity and forecast similarity. We examine three separate dependent measures that capture 

unique attributes of forecast similarity based on point estimates (Panel A), forecast timing (Panel 

B), and forecast boldness (Panel C). In each panel, we estimate our main analysis in three ways: 

(1) without controls or fixed effects (Column 1) (Whited et al., 2022); (2) with controls, but no 

fixed effects (Column 2) (Jennings et al., 2023); and (3) with controls and fixed effects. As 

mentioned previously, because our third column includes firm x year fixed effects, it makes firm-

year controls redundant. Thus, the variables BTM, MVE, and ROA are dropped from this column.  

 Table 3 Panel A reports our results when examining point forecast similarity. Across each 

column, we find a positive and statistically significant coefficient on SourceSimilarity. This 
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suggests that forecast point estimates become more similar as analysts increasingly share the same 

financial data providers.20 In terms of economic magnitude, a one standard deviation increase in 

source similarity equates to about a 14.67% increase in forecast similarity, relative to the mean.21 

Panel B reports our results when examining forecast timing. We continue to find a positive and 

statistically significant loading on SourceSimilarity, suggesting that sharing similar data providers 

not only influences forecast point estimates but can influence the timing of these estimates. 

Accordingly, these results suggest that sharing proprietary information is not the only driver of 

forecast similarity; rather, there also appears to be something mechanical in the processing of 

information that occurs when sharing similar data sources. In terms of economic magnitude, a one 

standard deviation increase in source similarity equates to a 3.33% increase in the probability of 

sharing a similar horizon decile.22 Panel C reports our results that examine forecast boldness. 

Across each column, we find a positive and statistically significant coefficient on SourceSimilarity. 

In terms of economic magnitude, a one standard deviation increase in source similarity equates to 

a 3% increase in the probability that both analysts are similar in the boldness of their forecasts.23 

Overall, our collective evidence is consistent with data provider similarity influencing the 

similarity of analysts’ forecasts in terms of point estimates, timing, and boldness.  

4.3 Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity – Robustness  

 While our pairwise research design and firm x year fixed effects structure alleviate various 

concerns with endogeneity, in additional analyses we address potential alternative explanations 

that remain. Specifically, although we explicitly control for brokerage resource similarity in each 

 
20 While we consider forecast horizon to be an outcome of interest (SimilarTiming), results in Table 3 Panels A and C 
are robust to constraining to analyst pairs that release their forecasts on the exact same day.  
21 0.051 · 3.33 · (0.0095/0.0110) = 14.67%; 0.0097 and 0.0110 are the mean and average decile change in forecast 
similarity (unranked), respectively. 
22 0.010 · 3.33 = 3.33%; 
23 0.009 · 3.33 = 3.00%; 
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of our main tests, we acknowledge that other similarities across brokerages may correlate with 

both data provider similarity and forecast similarity. Therefore, in a subsequent test, we seek to 

hold the brokerage-pairs constant and exploit inter-temporal variation in SourceSimilarity. To the 

extent that correlated omitted variables are fixed between brokerage pairs, or are uncorrelated with 

changes in data provider similarity, then such inter-temporal variation in source similarity can help 

rule out these alternative explanations. Accordingly, we estimate a specification of our model that 

includes brokerage pairwise fixed effects. Specifically, we create a distinct fixed effect for each 

brokerage pair in our sample of forecasts. Table 4 Panel A reports this finding. We continue to 

find consistent results, suggesting that fixed pairwise attributes between brokerages are not driving 

our main empirical findings. 

 To refine these inferences, we note that changes in data provider similarity, holding 

brokerage pairs constant, can come from two sources: (1) brokerages changing their data provider 

subscriptions over time and (2) analysts changing their employment (i.e., changing brokerages) 

over time. As such, we provide inference on each of these points in the following tests. To 

investigate the effects of intertemporal changes in FDP subscriptions at brokerages, we impose a 

more robust fixed effects design. Specifically, we interact brokerage-pair fixed effects with 

analyst-pair fixed effects, thus constraining variation to be for analyst pairs with no employment 

changes. A unique benefit of adding analyst pair fixed effects is that it also helps mitigate concerns 

that fixed similarities between analysts are driving our results. Table 4 Panel B reports this finding. 

In summary, we find that when brokerages change their subscriptions intertemporally, the results 

are consistent with data provider similarity influencing forecast similarity.  

 Finally, to capture the effects of employment change on source similarity, we control for 

what FDP similarity is at analysts’ former employers in the current time period 
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(OldSourceSimilarity). To the extent that current access to data providers is what drives our 

inferences, we would expect to see effects from SourceSimilarity and not from 

OldSourceSimilarity. A unique benefit from this employment change analysis is that source 

similarity between brokerages is unlikely to change systematically when hiring new analysts. Table 

4 Panel C reports results from this analysis. We continue to find a positive and significant 

coefficient on SourceSimilarity, while the coefficient on OldSourceSimilarity is insignificantly 

different from zero. We also observe that SourceSimilarity is statistically different from 

OldSourceSimilarity. Overall, this reinforces our main result, suggesting that the data providers to 

which brokerages subscribe influence analyst forecasting behavior, and helps mitigate a variety of 

omitted variable bias concerns.  

4.4 Public versus Paid Subscription Sources 

 To better understand the mechanisms by which FDP similarity influences forecasting 

behavior, we next estimate a cross-sectional test that exploits variation in the underlying nature of 

the data sources in our sample. In particular, we examine whether data sources that contain 

primarily proprietary information (i.e., paid subscription sources) lead to a more pronounced effect 

than data sources containing information that is generally in the public domain (i.e., public 

sources).  

To do so, we estimate the following model:  

SimilarForecast/SimilarTiming/SimilarBoldnessp,f,t = α1PaidSourceSimilarityp,t + 
α2PublicSourceSimilarityp,t + αControlsp,f,t + βFixed Effectsf,t+ εp,f,t            (2) 

 

We include all controls and fixed effects as in Model (1). However, we partition SourceSimilarity 

into both a paid and public source component. Specifically, for each forecast pair, 

PaidSourceSimilarity measures the brokerages’ similarity between private FDPs, while 
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PublicSourceSimilarity measures the brokerages’ similarity between public FDPs. Similar to how 

we construct SourceSimilarity, we decile rank each similarity measure each year. If private 

information from the data providers contributes to our result, we would expect a larger coefficient 

on α1 as compared to α2. 

 Table 5 reports this result. For brevity, we tabulate only our strictest specification that 

includes firm x year fixed effects. Across each of our three main dependent variables 

(SimilarForecast, SimilarTiming, and SimilarBoldness), we find that the PaidSourceSimilarity 

coefficient is significantly larger than PublicSourceSimilarity. Overall, this suggests that similarity 

in private information from data providers is a primary mechanism for our result.24,25 Interestingly, 

even when using shared public data sources (PublicSourceSimilarity), there’s still an effect on the 

similarity of forecasts, though it’s less pronounced. One interpretation of this latter result is that 

analysts are potentially using data directly without adding much of their own interpretation, 

consistent with minimal diversity in information processing contributing, in part, to the effects of 

data source similarity.  

 Within paid subscription services, there is a high concentration of market share among five 

major financial data platforms: S&P Capital IQ, FactSet, Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, and 

Morningstar (Al Bari, 2023). To provide insight into the effects of these data providers, as well as 

assess the generalizability of the results, we next study the effects of sharing subscriptions to a 

major data provider versus sharing subscriptions to a minor data provider. Specifically, for each 

 
24 Several paid data providers offer their clients data on consensus analyst forecasts, which might encourage analyst 
herding behavior. However, when we remove such data providers from our analysis (per the listing in Larocque et al., 
2023), we find similar inferences. While we cannot say whether this practice contributes to our results, this analysis 
(untabulated) suggests that providing consensus data is not the sole factor driving our results. 
25 Cross-sectional variation in the type of data subscriptions (Table 5) and the quantity of data subscriptions (Table 8) 
help mitigate several correlated omitted variable concerns. Remaining correlated omitted variables would need to 
describe why there are cross-sectional differences across features of the underlying data subscriptions, and also explain 
why such variation is not consistent with a direct effect of source similarity on the outcome variables of interest. 
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forecast pair, MajorSourceSimilarity measures the brokerages’ similarity in subscriptions among 

the five major data providers, while MinorSourceSimilarity measures the brokerages’ similarity in 

subscriptions among the minor private data providers. We assess these effects by modifying 

equation (2), replacing PaidSourceSimilarity and PublicSourceSimilarity with 

MajorSourceSimilarity and MinorSourceSimilarity. 

Table 6 presents these results. As before, for brevity, we tabulate only our strictest 

specification that includes firm x year fixed effects. The first observation from Table 6 is that the 

effect of subscription similarity on forecasting behavior similarity is evident in both major and 

minor paid subscription sources. Additionally, while the effects are generally quite similar across 

both major and minor paid subscription sources, the effects on SimilarForecast and SimilarTiming 

are more pronounced for MajorSourceSimilarity. Collectively, these results highlight two key 

insights. First, subscriptions to major data providers appear to play an important role in shaping 

the documented effects on forecasting convergence, particularly in light of their substantial market 

share. Second, subscription similarity effects appear to generalize across both major and minor 

data providers, suggesting the results are not simply a byproduct of access to less conventional 

data sources. 

4.5 Soft and Hard Information Access 

While we focus specifically on data source similarity amongst the brokerages in our 

sample, it is likely that some analysts also have access to unreferenced soft information (e.g., via 

a relationship with management). Accordingly, we examine how soft information might affect 

analysts’ anchoring on hard data from financial data providers. To do so, we estimate the following 

model:  

SimilarForecast/SimilarTiming/SimilarBoldnessp,f,t = α1SourceSimilarityp,t · AllStarsp,t + 
α2SourceSimilarityp,t + α3AllStarsp,t + αControlsp,f,t + βFixed Effectsf,t+ εp,f,t           (3) 
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We include all controls and fixed effects as in Model (1). In this model, we use analysts’ All-Star 

status as a proxy for soft information access (Mayew, 2008; Green et al., 2014). Specifically, we 

interact SourceSimilarity with an indicator variable, AllStars, that is set equal to one if both 

analysts in the pair receive the All-Star award designation during the year, and zero otherwise. 

Because All-Star analysts tend to have greater access to soft information, our effect may be 

attenuated for these analysts. In this case, the coefficient on SourceSimilarity · AllStars (α1) would 

be negative.  

Table 7 reports this result. As before, we tabulate only our strictest specification that 

includes firm x year fixed effects. Across each of our three main dependent variables 

(SimilarForecast, SimilarTiming, and SimilarBoldness), we find a negative and significant 

coefficient on SourceSimilarity · AllStars. Overall, this suggests that All-Star analysts are less 

influenced by data provider similarity, which is consistent with these analysts having greater 

access to soft information (and therefore relying less on their brokerages’ data feeds).  

In contrast to soft information, brokerages also have varying levels of hard information 

resources, with the importance of data feeds likely varying substantially across brokerages. For 

instance, analysts at brokerages with more data sources have relatively more flexibility in their 

choice of data to rely on. Following this intuition, we expect the effect of sharing data to be weaker 

for analysts with access to more data subscriptions. To examine this in greater depth, we exploit 

variation in our sample by measuring the number of data sources each brokerage reports. We then 

rank the brokerages each year based on the number of available data sources. If the analysts in a 

given pair are both employed by brokerages in the upper 50th percentile of data source 

subscriptions, we set the variable HighSourceAccess equal to one and zero otherwise. We then 
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interact HighSourceAccess with SourceSimilarity and include these variables in a modified version 

of Model (3) from above. If we observe a negative and significant coefficient on SourceSimilarity 

· HighSourceAccess, this would be consistent with our results being attenuated when analysts have 

access to a greater number of data sources.  

Table 8 reports this result. As before, we tabulate only our strictest specification that 

includes firm x year fixed effects. Across each of our three main dependent variables 

(SimilarForecast, SimilarTiming, and SimilarBoldness), we find a negative and significant 

coefficient on SourceSimilarity · HighSourceAccess. Overall, this suggests that data provider 

similarity is less potent for analysts with access to a greater number of hard financial data 

sources.26  

4.6 Longer Horizon Forecasts 

 Our primary sample consists of analysts’ most recent (i.e., last) one-year-ahead annual 

earnings forecasts issued at least a month before the covered firm’s fiscal year-end date. 

Accordingly, we next assess the generalizability of our inferences to longer forecast horizons. 

Specifically, we retain analysts’ first annual forecasts issued for a given firm’s fiscal year-end, and 

we require that the forecasts be issued during the first two quarters of the year.  

 Table 9 reports this result. We tabulate only our strictest specification that includes firm x 

year fixed effects. Across the dependent variables SimilarForecast and SimilarTiming, we find a 

positive and significant coefficient on SourceSimilarity, which is consistent with our main findings 

 
26 Because larger brokerages generally have access to more data subscriptions than smaller brokerages, in untabulated 
analyses we examine whether our results are robust to examining forecasts issued by analysts only at large brokerages. 
We find similar inferences and effect sizes as our main results presented in Table 3. Thus, while our results are 
attenuated for analysts with access to a greater number of sources, the effect is still present when examining only large 
brokerages.  
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reported in Table 3 (based on a sample of analysts’ last annual forecasts). 27  Interestingly, 

coefficient magnitudes are somewhat attenuated over longer horizons, indicating that data 

subscriptions may be more important the shorter the forecast horizon. Overall, these results suggest 

that our inferences are not overly sensitive to the forecast horizon or the sample of analyst forecasts 

we employ.  

4.7 Source Independence and Consensus Forecast Accuracy  

The wisdom of crowds theory suggests that, as opinions are more diverse, the crowd 

becomes more “wise,” resulting in improvements to the accuracy of the crowd forecast 

(Surowiecki, 2005). To examine how data independence relates to this intuition, we aggregate our 

results to the consensus level. To do so, we estimate the following model:  

ConsensusAccuracyf,t = α1AvgSourceIndependencef,t  + αControls + βFixed Effectsf,t+ εf,t   
                                                                                                                                (4) 
 

In the above model, f indexes firms and t indexes year. AvgSourceIndependence is our key 

independent variable of interest, and is defined as the average value of SourceSimilarity, prior to 

its decile ranking, calculated at the firm-year level. The variable is then decile ranked by year and 

multiplied by negative one. As a result, increases in AvgSourceIndependence reflect more data 

source diversity. Our dependent measure is ConsensusAccuracy, which is defined as the absolute 

value of the difference between the covered firm’s reported earnings and the consensus forecast, 

scaled by the firm’s stock price from the most recent quarter, multiplied by negative one, and 

decile ranked by year. Thus, higher values of ConsensusAccuracy indicate a more accurate 

consensus forecast. Overall, if data provider diversity leads to a more accurate consensus forecast, 

we would observe a positive coefficient on AvgSourceIndependence (α1).  

 
27 We are unable to examine the outcome variable SimilarBoldness in this test because we examine analysts’ first 
forecast. As highlighted in Appendix B, calculating forecast boldness requires at least two forecasts from the same 
analyst.  
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 Given that this model includes only one unique observation at the firm-year level, we are 

unable to include firm-year fixed effects. However, we do include firm and year fixed effects. We 

also control for time-varying characteristics of the analysts and forecasts that form the consensus. 

Specifically, we control for the average experience of analysts contributing to the consensus 

(AvgExperience), the average brokerage size for analysts contributing to the consensus 

(AvgBrokerageSize), the average horizon for each forecast forming the consensus (AvgHorizon), 

and the number of unique analysts contributing to the consensus forecast. We also include several 

additional control variables related to the covered firms that are associated with consensus forecast 

accuracy. In particular, we include the firms’ book-to-market ratio (BTM), size (market value of 

equity, MVE), profitability (ROA), and an indicator for whether the firm reports a loss (Loss).  

Table 10 reports this result. Panel A shows results using the mean consensus value, while 

Panel B uses the median. In Column 1, we include firm fixed effects and the control variables 

described above. In Column 2, we include firm and year fixed effects, along with the control 

variables. Across both panels and both columns, we find a positive and significant coefficient on 

AvgSourceIndependence. Overall, this suggests that, as analysts’ consensus forecasts are based on 

more diverse data providers, the accuracy of the consensus forecast tends to improve. This finding 

is consistent with the wisdom of crowds theory and highlights the importance of financial data 

diversity when forming consensus opinions.  

5. Conclusion 

Our study investigates whether using similar financial data providers affects the diversity 

of sell-side analysts’ forecasting behavior. Using a comprehensive and novel dataset of 595,642 

equity research reports to identify the “sources” analysts rely on, we find compelling evidence that 

sharing similar data providers significantly influences analysts’ forecasting behavior. Specifically, 
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analysts who subscribe to similar data providers tend to exhibit greater similarity in their forecast 

values, timing, and boldness. These effects are more pronounced when the data providers offer 

proprietary information and are attenuated when analysts have access to soft information or have 

access to a greater number of unique financial data providers. Furthermore, our results suggest that 

both large and small data providers (in terms of market share) influence analyst forecasting 

behavior. Finally, consistent with the wisdom of crowds theory, we also find that consensus 

estimates that exhibit more data source diversity in the underlying forecasts tend to be more 

accurate.  

While our findings provide valuable insights into how data provider similarity shapes 

market opinions, certain caveats are worth noting. First, our study focuses on sell-side analysts. 

As such, the dynamics we observe may not directly translate to other market participants, such as 

investors, market makers, etc. Second, we base our inferences on analyst reports that reveal the 

data providers that brokerages subscribe to. While we do not anticipate omitted brokerages to bias 

inferences in a systematic way given our analyst-pairwise research design, we cannot rule this out 

definitively. Lastly, while we’ve attempted to rule out alternative explanations for our findings 

using an analyst pairwise research design, brokerage pair fixed effects, changes in analysts’ 

employment, and cross-sectional analyses, we acknowledge that other omitted explanations may 

persist. However, we note that any such alternative explanations would need to align with the 

totality of our results. Despite these caveats, we believe our findings provide novel insights into 

the role of data independence and its effects on analyst research. 

We also believe that our novel identification of sources that analysts use opens several 

avenues for future research. For instance, researchers might examine the role of different data 

providers in forming market opinions, and how that may depend on specific market conditions, 
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regulatory shifts, or technological innovations. Research might also study how the adoption of data 

subscriptions affects analyst activity intertemporally. Overall, we believe that studying the use of 

financial data by market participants will be a fruitful area of research in the years to come.
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During the preparation of this work the authors used Grammarly and ChatGPT to help with 
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Appendix A – Examples of Source References in Analyst Reports 
The images below contain pages from three different equity research reports, and are representative of the data in 
our analyses. Source references mentioned in these reports are highlighted in red and magnified for clarity. 
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Appendix A – Examples of Source References in Analyst Reports, Continued 
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Appendix A – Examples of Source References in Analyst Reports, Continued 
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Appendix B – Variable Definitions  
    
Dependent Variables: Definition: 
SimilarForecast is the absolute value of the difference between the two forecasts 

in each unique analyst pair, scaled by the firm’s stock price 
measured two trading days prior to the first analyst’s forecast 
issuance date in the analyst pair, multiplied by negative one, and 
decile ranked by year.  
 

SimilarTiming is an indicator variable set to one if the analysts in the pair share 
the same decile rank of forecast horizon, where forecast horizon 
is the number of days between the covered firm’s fiscal period end 
date and the forecast issuance date. We decile rank horizon each 
year.  
 

SimilarBoldness is an indicator variable set to one if both forecasts in the analyst 
pair are similar in terms of boldness (i.e., both analysts are bold or 
both analysts are not bold), and zero otherwise. We follow 
Clement and Tse (2005) in calculating forecast boldness, where 
bold forecasts are those with forecast values that exceed (or are 
below) both the analyst’s prior forecast for the firm and the 
prevailing consensus forecast at the time; all remaining forecasts 
are classified as nonbold. If a forecast’s boldness cannot be 
calculated (e.g., there is no prior forecast to reference), 
SimilarBoldness is set equal to zero.   
 

ConsensusAccuracy is the absolute value of the difference between the covered firm’s 
reported earnings and the average consensus forecast, scaled by 
the firm’s stock price from the most recent quarter, multiplied by 
negative one, and decile ranked by year. The consensus forecast 
is calculated using the most recent analyst forecasts issued thirty 
days before the firm’s earnings announcement date.  

  
Independent Variables: Definition:  
SourceSimilarity is the number of sources that both analysts in the pair have access 

to at their respective brokerages, scaled by the number of all 
possible data sources, and decile ranked by year.  
 

SimilarExperience is an indicator variable set equal to one if both analysts in the pair 
have a similar number of years of experience forecasting on 
I/B/E/S, and zero otherwise. Analysts are determined to have 
similar forecasting experience if both are in the same experience 
decile rank, based on the total years forecasting on I/B/E/S as of 
the prior year, calculated annually.  
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SimilarResources is an indicator variable set equal to one if both analysts in the pair 
are employed by brokerages with similar resources, and zero 
otherwise. Brokerages are determined to have similar resources if 
each brokerage is in the same decile rank, based on the number of 
analysts employed at the brokerage as of the prior year, calculated 
annually.  
 

SimilarBusyness is an indicator variable set equal to one if both analysts in the pair 
cover a similar number of firms on I/B/E/S, and zero otherwise. 
Analysts are determined to cover a similar number of firms if both 
are in the same decile rank, based on the number of covered firms 
as of the prior year, calculated annually. 
 

BTM 
 

is the covered firm’s book-to-market ratio as of the most recently 
reported quarter, decile ranked by year. 
 

MVE is the market value of equity as of the most recently reported 
quarter, decile ranked by year. 
 

ROA is the covered firm’s return on assets ratio as of the most recently 
reported quarter, decile ranked by year. 
 

AllStars is an indicator variable set equal to one if both analysts in the pair 
received All-Star designation during the year, and zero otherwise.  
 

OldSourceSimilarity is the SourceSimilarity between an analyst’s prior brokerage and 
the brokerage of the paired analyst, in the concurrent period.  
 

PaidSourceSimilarity is the percentage of private sources that both analysts in the pair 
have access to at their respective brokerages, decile ranked by 
year.  
 

PublicSourceSimilarity is the percentage of public sources that both analysts in the pair 
have access to at their respective brokerages, decile ranked by 
year.  
 

MajorSourceSimilarity is the percentage of major, paid sources that both analysts in the 
pair have access to at their respective brokerages, decile ranked 
by year. Major, paid sources are defined as S&P Capital IQ, 
FactSet, Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, and Morningstar. 
 

MinorSourceSimilarity is the percentage of non-major, paid sources that both analysts in 
the pair have access to at their respective brokerages, decile 
ranked by year.  
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HighSourceAccess is an indicator variable set equal to one if both analysts in the pair 
are employed by brokerages with a high number of data 
subscriptions, and zero otherwise. Brokerages are determined to 
have a high number of data subscriptions if they are in the upper 
50th percentile based on the number of data sources that each 
brokerage reports, calculated yearly. 
 

AvgSourceIndependence is the average value of SourceSimilarity, prior to its decile 
ranking, calculated at the firm-year level. The variable is then 
decile ranked by year and multiplied by negative one. 
 

AvgExperience is the average experience of the analysts contributing to the 
consensus forecast, calculated at the firm-year level, and decile 
ranked by year.  
 

AvgBrokerageSize is the average size of the analysts’ brokerages contributing to the 
consensus forecast, calculated at the firm-year level, and decile 
ranked by year.  
 

AvgHorizon is the average horizon of the analysts’ forecasts contributing to the 
consensus forecast, calculated at the firm-year level, and decile 
ranked by year. 
 

AnalystCount is the number of analysts contributing to the consensus forecast, 
calculated at the firm-year level, and decile ranked by year. 
 

Loss is set equal to one if the covered firm’s earnings are negative, and 
zero otherwise.  
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Figure 1 – Visual Depiction of Analyst Pair Comparisons 
This figure illustrates the pairwise comparison made in our main analyses between analysts regarding their forecast and data source similarity. In this design, we 
match each analyst forecasting for firm f (e.g., Ford) with fiscal period end date t to all other analysts forecasting for the same firm (e.g., Ford) and the same fiscal 
period end date t. We retain one unique pairing between each analyst forecasting for firm f with fiscal period end date t. 
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Figure 2 – Platform Comparisons 
This figure compares features and reporting differences across common financial data providers. Panel A compares the prominent subscription features across 
financial data platforms. Panel B highlights differences in reporting across financial platforms, using Ryanair’s 2022 fiscal year end (March 31, 2023 report date) 
as a demonstration. 
 
Panel A: Subscription Features across Financial Data Platforms 
 

Feature List 
S&P 

Capital IQ Bloomberg FactSet Refinitiv 
Eikon Morningstar Yahoo! 

Finance Compustat EDGAR 

In-House News Desk No Yes No Yes No Yes No No 

Proprietary Research No Yes No Yes Yes No No No 

Access to Market News Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 
Messaging Service No Yes No Yes No No No No 
Charting, Data Viz, & 
Analytics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Access to Company Filings Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Filing Alerts and Monitoring Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

Trade Execution No Yes No Yes No No No No 
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Figure 2 – Platform Comparisons, Continued 
 
Panel B: Gross Profit across Financial Data Platforms 
 

 Ryanair Gross Profit, 2022 
 S&P 

Capital IQ Bloomberg* Refinitiv 
Eikon Morningstar Yahoo! 

Finance Compustat EDGAR* 

Revenues 10,775.20 10,775.20 10,775.20 10,775.20 10,775.20 11,706.33 10,775.20 
Scheduled Revenues 6,930.30 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 6,930.30 
Ancillary Revenues 3,844.90 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3,844.90 

        

Cost of Revenues 7,735.00 7,604.50 7,466.8 8,552.20 8,658.20 8,403.41 9,332.60 
Fuel & Oil 4,025.70 N/A N/A 4,025.70 N/A N/A 4,025.70 
Route Charges 903.70 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 903.70 
Staff Cost 1,191.40 N/A N/A 1,085.40 N/A N/A 1,191.40 
Airport & Handling Charges 1,240.50 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1,240.50 
Mainten., Materials & Repairs 373.70 N/A N/A 373.70 N/A N/A 373.70 
Depr. and Amort. N/A N/A 923.20 923.20 N/A N/A 923.20 
Mrkting, Distr., & Other N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 674.40 
Cost of Revenues, Other N/A N/A 6,543.6 2,144.20 N/A N/A N/A 

        

Gross Profit 3,040.20 3,170.70 3,308.40 2,223.00 2,117.00 3,302.92 1,442.60 
 
 
* Bloomberg and EDGAR do not report a cost of revenue number for Ryanair (instead, all expenses are listed as operating expenses). Since Bloomberg’s income 
statement does not disaggregate any common Cost of Revenue charges, we list their "Other Operating Expense" number as "Cost of Revenues" to be as consistent 
as possible with the other platforms. EDGAR does disaggregate such items on the presented income statement, and as such, we list all such referenced expenses, 
if available.
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Figure 3 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity 
The graphs below plot the values of SimilarForecast (Panel A), SimilarTiming (Panel B), and SimilarBoldness (Panel 
C) across deciles of SourceSimilarity. 

 
Panel A: Similarity in Point Forecasts 
 

 
Panel B: Similarity in Forecast Timing 
 

 
Panel C: Similarity in Forecast Boldness 
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Table 1 – Data Source Descriptive Statistics 
This table provides descriptive evidence on the sources that analysts cite in our sample of reports. Panel A lists the 
top 20 cited sources. Panel B lists the top sources for the 20 largest brokerages in our sample, based on the number of 
reports. For interpretational convenience, we exclude in-house brokerage references. 
 
Panel A: Top 20 Cited Data Sources 
 

Source # of Brokerages Citing the Source % of Brokerages 
Company 260 91% 
Bloomberg 188 66% 
FactSet 134 47% 
Conference Call 132 46% 
S&P Capital IQ 129 45% 
Thomson 123 43% 
Reuters 112 39% 
Thomson Reuters 90 32% 
NASDAQ 88 31% 
EIA 69 24% 
First Call 66 23% 
SNL 62 22% 
IDC 60 21% 
IHS 59 21% 
Nielsen 55 19% 
Street Account 55 19% 
IMS 51 18% 
IBES 40 14% 
JP Morgan 39 14% 
Datastream 37 13% 
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Table 1 – Data Source Descriptive Statistics, Continued 
 
Panel B: Top Source References for the 20 Largest Brokerages 
  
Brokerage Name Top Source Second Top Source 
JPMorgan Bloomberg Reuters 
RBC Capital Markets Bloomberg FactSet 
UBS Research Thomson Reuters 
Credit Suisse Thomson Reuters 
Deutsche Bank Thomson FactSet 
Piper Jaffray Bloomberg FactSet 
Wells Fargo Securities Reuters FactSet 
Jefferies FactSet Bloomberg 
Morgan Stanley Thomson Thomson Reuters 
Suntrust Robinson Humphrey FactSet SNL 
BMO Capital Markets FactSet Thomson 
William Blair & Company FactSet Thomson 
Macquire Research FactSet Bloomberg 
Stephens Inc. FactSet SNL 
Evercore ISI FactSet S&P Capital IQ 
Canaccord Genuity FactSet Thomson 
JMP Securities LLC Thomson Reuters 
Oppenheimer and Co. Bloomberg FactSet 
Wedbush Securities Inc. Thomson Reuters 
Sandler O’Neill & Partners SNL FactSet 

 
 
Panel C: Data Source Retention/Transition Matrix 
 
 

 Subscribet+1 Unsubscribet+1 

Subscribet 85.44% 14.56% 

Unsubscribet 3.62% 96.38% 
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Table 2 – Sample Descriptive Statistics 
This table provides descriptive statistics for our primary sample of 1,362,220 pairwise observations. Variable 
definitions are provided in the appendix. 
 

Variable N Mean Std. Dev 25th Median 75th 
SimilarForecast   1,362,220  4.53 2.87 2.00 5.00 7.00 
SimilarTiming   1,362,220  0.38 0.49 0.00 0.00 1.00 
SimilarBoldness   1,362,220  0.54 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 
SourceSimilarity (raw value)   1,362,220  0.12 0.10 0.03 0.09 0.17 
SourceSimilarity (decile ranked)   1,362,220  4.54 2.84 2.00 4.00 7.00 
SimilarExperience   1,362,220  0.11 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SimilarResources   1,362,220  0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SimilarBusyness   1,362,220  0.13 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AllStars   1,362,220  0.02 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HighSourceAccess   1,362,220  0.29 0.45 0.00 0.00 1.00 
PaidSourceSimilarity   1,362,220  4.53 2.84 2.00 4.00 7.00 
PublicSourceSimilarity   1,362,220  4.60 2.34 2.00 5.00 6.00 
MajorSourceSimilarity   1,362,220  4.52 2.85 2.00 5.00 7.00 
MinorSourceSimilarity   1,362,220  4.52 2.75 2.00 4.00 7.00 
BTM   1,362,220  4.50 2.87 2.00 5.00 7.00 
MVE   1,362,220  4.50 2.87 2.00 5.00 7.00 
ROA   1,362,220  4.50 2.87 2.00 4.00 7.00 
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Table 3 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity 
This table provides our main results from estimating Model (1), in which we investigate the relationship between 
shared data sources and various forecast attributes. In Panel A, the dependent variable is SimilarForecast. In Panel B, 
the dependent variable is SimilarTiming. In Panel C, the dependent variable is SimilarBoldness. Variable definitions 
are provided in the appendix. t-statistics are reported in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm-year. 
All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Panel A: Similarity in Point Forecasts 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarForecast (1) (2) (3) 
        
SourceSimilarity 0.057*** 0.052*** 0.051*** 
  (22.64) (23.67) (33.54) 
SimilarExperience   -0.022*** 0.027*** 

   (-2.78) (4.57) 
SimilarResources   -0.198*** -0.115*** 
    (-26.44) (-20.59) 
SimilarBusyness   -0.149*** 0.020*** 
    (-12.99) (3.54) 
BTM   -0.227***   
    (-32.53)   
MVE   0.163***   

   (26.33)   
ROA   0.163***   
    (23.33)   
        
Firm-Year FE No No Yes 
N 1,362,220 1,362,220 1,357,254 
Adj. R2 0.00 0.17 0.51 
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Table 3 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity, Continued 
 
Panel B: Similarity in Forecast Timing 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarTiming (1) (2) (3) 
        
SourceSimilarity 0.008*** 0.008*** 0.010*** 
  (24.12) (25.37) (31.18) 
SimilarExperience   0.009*** 0.008*** 

   (6.47) (5.99) 
SimilarResources   -0.037*** -0.030*** 
    (-28.02) (-24.10) 
SimilarBusyness   -0.003* 0.007*** 
    (-1.87) (5.14) 
BTM   -0.011***   
    (-16.29)   
MVE   -0.004***   

   (-6.53)   
ROA   0.005***   
    (6.76)   
        
Firm-Year FE No No Yes 
N 1,362,220 1,362,220 1,357,254 
Adj. R2 0.00 0.01 0.15 
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Table 3 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity, Continued 
 
Panel C: Similarity in Forecast Boldness 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarBoldness (1) (2) (3) 
        
SourceSimilarity 0.008*** 0.008*** 0.009*** 
  (23.53) (23.57) (26.56) 
SimilarExperience   0.002 0.004*** 

   (1.03) (2.77) 
SimilarResources   -0.040*** -0.030*** 
    (-28.55) (-23.42) 
SimilarBusyness   -0.006*** 0.005*** 
    (-3.65) (3.68) 
BTM   -0.003***   
    (-4.62)   
MVE   0.002***   

   (3.53)   
ROA   0.004***   
    (5.63)   
        
Firm-Year FE No No Yes 
N 1,362,220 1,362,220 1,357,254 
Adj. R2 0.00 0.00 0.15 
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Table 4 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: Robustness 
This table provides our main results from estimating variations of Model (1) with augmented fixed effect designs and 
additional control variables. Panel C reports fewer observations, as this sample constitutes the analyst pairs where one 
of the analysts moved brokerages. Variable definitions are provided in the appendix. t-statistics are reported in 
parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm-year. All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, and *** indicate 
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Panel A: Brokerage Pairwise Fixed Effects 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

  (1) (2) (3) 
        
SourceSimilarity 0.063*** 0.015*** 0.011*** 
  (17.41) (19.40) (14.76) 
SimilarExperience 0.014** 0.005*** 0.002* 
  (2.43) (3.89) (1.68) 
SimilarResources 0.000 0.002 -0.002 
  (0.03) (1.36) (-1.08) 
SimilarBusyness 0.009 0.003** 0.004*** 
  (1.58) (2.44) (2.87) 
        
Brokerage Pairwise FE Yes Yes Yes 
Firm-Year FE Yes Yes Yes 
N 1,355,706 1,355,706 1,355,706 
Adj. R2 0.52 0.17 0.16 
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Table 4 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: Robustness, Continued 
 
Panel B: Analyst Pair-Brokerage Pair Fixed Effects 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

  (1) (2) (3) 
        
SourceSimilarity 0.054*** 0.014*** 0.008*** 
  (15.19) (15.90) (10.07) 
SimilarExperience 0.004 0.004 -0.005* 
  (0.32) (1.37) (-1.86) 
SimilarResources 0.010 0.004* -0.004* 
  (1.12) (1.84) (-1.71) 
SimilarBusyness 0.004 -0.001 -0.001 
  (0.48) (-0.39) (-0.43) 
        
Analyst Pair-Brokerage Pair FE Yes Yes Yes 
Firm-Year FE Yes Yes Yes 
N 1,277,281 1,277,281 1,277,281 
Adj. R2 0.57 0.25 0.20 
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Table 4 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: Robustness, Continued 
 
Panel C: Analyst Employment Changes 
 
Dependent Variable:   SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

    (1) (2) (3) 
          
SourceSimilarity   0.043*** 0.010*** 0.008*** 
    (6.48) (5.51) (4.65) 
OldSourceSimilarity   0.008 0.002 -0.000 
    (1.25) (1.26) (-0.09) 
SimilarExperience   0.005 0.004 0.001 
    (0.41) (1.46) (0.22) 
SimilarResources   -0.056*** -0.016*** -0.015*** 
    (-4.53) (-5.95) (-5.49) 
SimilarBusyness   0.018 0.007*** 0.000 
    (1.51) (2.82) (0.03) 
          
Firm-Year FE   Yes Yes Yes 
N   317,987 317,987 317,987 
Adj. R2   0.52 0.18 0.19 
Within Regression F-Tests 
SourceSimilarity =  Diff 0.035*** 0.008** 0.008** 
OldSourceSimilarity f-stat 7.18 4.62 5.79 
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Table 5 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: Public vs. Paid Subscription Sources 
This table provides our main results from estimating Model (2). Variable definitions are provided in the appendix. t-
statistics are reported in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm-year. All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, 
and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Dependent Variable:   SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

    (1) (2) (3) 
          
PaidSourceSimilarity   0.050*** 0.009*** 0.008*** 
    (26.10) (23.21) (20.43) 
PublicSourceSimilarity   0.005** 0.003*** 0.002*** 
    (2.04) (5.65) (3.50) 
SimilarExperience   0.027*** 0.008*** 0.004*** 
    (4.55) (5.99) (2.76) 
SimilarResources   -0.115*** -0.030*** -0.030*** 
    (-20.64) (-24.09) (-23.41) 
SimilarBusyness   0.020*** 0.007*** 0.005*** 
    (3.48) (5.13) (3.66) 
          
Firm-Year FE   Yes Yes Yes 
N   1,357,254 1,357,254 1,357,254 
Adj. R2   0.51 0.15 0.15 
Within Regression F-Tests 
PaidSourceSimilarity =  Diff 0.045*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 
PublicSourceSimilarity f-stat 150.53 73.32 69.52 
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Table 6 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: Major vs. Minor Paid Sources 
This table provides our main results from estimating a modification to Model (2) for major and minor paid subscription 
sources. Variable definitions are provided in the appendix. t-statistics are reported in parentheses, and standard errors 
are clustered by firm-year. All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, 
and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Dependent Variable:   SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

    (1) (2) (3) 
          
MajorSourceSimilarity   0.034*** 0.006*** 0.005*** 
    (17.21) (15.89) (12.75) 
MinorSourceSimilarity   0.023*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 
    (13.04) (12.63) (11.56) 
SimilarExperience   0.027*** 0.008*** 0.004*** 
    (4.59) (6.00) (2.77) 
SimilarResources   -0.115*** -0.030*** -0.030*** 
    (-20.65) (-24.11) (-23.49) 
SimilarBusyness   0.020*** 0.007*** 0.005*** 
    (3.46) (5.10) (3.65) 
          
Firm-Year FE   Yes Yes Yes 
N   1,357,254 1,357,254 1,357,254 
Adj. R2   0.51 0.15 0.15 
Within Regression F-Tests 
MajorSourceSimilarity =  Diff 0.011*** 0.001** 0.000 
MinorSourceSimilarity f-stat 11.12 4.31 0.85 
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Table 7 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: All-star Analysts 
This table provides our main results from estimating Model (3). Variable definitions are provided in the appendix. t-
statistics are reported in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm-year. All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, 
and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

  (1) (2) (3) 
        

SourceSimilarity · AllStars -0.034*** -0.010*** -0.010*** 
  (-5.39) (-7.10) (-7.48) 
SourceSimilarity 0.050*** 0.010*** 0.009*** 
  (32.51) (30.74) (25.72) 
AllStars 0.452*** 0.102*** 0.122*** 
  (9.11) (8.99) (10.99) 
SimilarExperience 0.026*** 0.008*** 0.003*** 
  (4.40) (5.89) (2.60) 
SimilarResources -0.117*** -0.030*** -0.031*** 
  (-21.00) (-24.40) (-23.85) 
SimilarBusyness 0.018*** 0.006*** 0.004*** 
  (3.13) (4.90) (3.28) 
        
Firm-Year FE Yes Yes Yes 
N 1,357,254 1,357,254 1,357,254 
Adj. R2 0.51 0.15 0.15 
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Table 8 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: High Source Access 
This table provides our main results from estimating a modification to Model (3) for brokerages with access to a 
greater number of data sources. Variable definitions are provided in the appendix. t-statistics are reported in 
parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm-year. All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, and *** indicate 
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarForecast SimilarTiming SimilarBoldness 

  (1) (2) (3) 
        

SourceSimilarity · HighSourceAccess -0.020*** -0.006*** -0.006*** 
  (-3.73) (-5.09) (-5.33) 
SourceSimilarity 0.055*** 0.013*** 0.011*** 
  (25.27) (27.12) (21.37) 
HighSourceAccess 0.133*** 0.026*** 0.038*** 
  (3.29) (2.99) (4.34) 
SimilarExperience 0.027*** 0.008*** 0.004*** 
  (4.55) (5.93) (2.73) 
SimilarResources -0.113*** -0.029*** -0.029*** 
  (-20.06) (-23.15) (-22.77) 
SimilarBusyness 0.020*** 0.007*** 0.005*** 
  (3.56) (5.17) (3.71) 
        
Firm-Year FE Yes Yes Yes 
N 1,357,254 1,357,254 1,357,254 
Adj. R2 0.51 0.15 0.15 
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Table 9 – Source Similarity and Forecast Similarity: Longer Horizon Forecasts 
This table provides our main results from estimating Model (1) on an alternative sample that consists of the first 
forecasts that analysts issue for a given firm’s annual reporting period. Variable definitions are provided in the 
appendix. t-statistics are reported in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm-year. All p-values are two-
tailed. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Dependent Variable: SimilarForecast SimilarTiming 

  (1) (2) 
      
SourceSimilarity 0.024*** 0.010*** 
  (16.27) (24.18) 
SimilarExperience 0.008 0.010*** 

 (1.26) (6.59) 
SimilarResources 0.015** -0.013*** 
  (2.23) (-8.78) 
SimilarBusyness 0.018*** 0.013*** 
  (2.78) (8.25) 
      
Firm-Year FE Yes Yes 
N 990,069 990,069 
Adj. R2 0.56 0.16 
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Table 10 – Source Similarity and Consensus Forecast Accuracy 
This table provides our results from estimating Model (4), in which we investigate the relationship between data source 
independence and consensus forecast accuracy. Panels A and B present results using the mean and median consensus 
values, respectively. Variable definitions are provided in the appendix. t-statistics are reported in parentheses, and 
standard errors are clustered by firm and year. All p-values are two-tailed. *, **, and *** indicate statistical 
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
 
Panel A: Consensus Accuracy – Mean 
 
Dependent Variable: ConsensusAccuracy (1) (2) 
      
AvgSourceIndependence 0.018** 0.015** 
  (2.95) (2.75) 
AvgExperience 0.006 0.007 
  (0.61) (0.72) 
AvgBrokerageSize -0.035** -0.035** 

 (-3.09) (-3.08) 
AvgHorizon -0.060*** -0.059*** 
  (-8.62) (-9.03) 
AnalystCount -0.000 0.000 
  (-0.02) (0.04) 
BTM -0.172*** -0.170*** 
  (-14.65) (-14.80) 
MVE 0.343*** 0.342*** 

 (11.03) (11.50) 
ROA 0.060*** 0.058*** 
  (4.41) (4.15) 
Loss -0.940*** -0.941*** 
  (-9.06) (-9.19) 
      
Firm FE Yes Yes 
Year FE No Yes 
N 27,848 27,848 
Adj. R2 0.55 0.55 
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Table 10 – Source Similarity and Consensus Forecast Accuracy, Continued 
 
Panel B: Consensus Accuracy – Median 
 
Dependent Variable: ConsensusAccuracyMedian (1) (2) 
      
AvgSourceIndependence 0.017** 0.014** 
  (2.67) (2.47) 
AvgExperience 0.001 0.002 
  (0.15) (0.28) 
AvgBrokerageSize -0.024* -0.024* 

 (-2.00) (-2.02) 
AvgHorizon -0.029*** -0.029*** 
  (-4.59) (-4.73) 
AnalystCount 0.052*** 0.053*** 
  (5.14) (5.35) 
BTM -0.162*** -0.160*** 
  (-15.02) (-14.78) 
MVE 0.333*** 0.333*** 

 (10.99) (11.36) 
ROA 0.050*** 0.049*** 
  (4.51) (4.27) 
Loss -0.883*** -0.884*** 
  (-8.69) (-8.76) 
      
Firm FE Yes Yes 
Year FE No Yes 
N 27,848 27,848 
Adj. R2 0.53 0.53 
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